We present an agent-based model designed to study the cultural evolution of age-at-marriage norms. We review theoretical arguments and empirical evidence on the existence of norms proscribing marriage outside of an acceptable age interval. Using a definition of norms as constraints built in agents, we model the transmission of norms, and of mechanisms of intergenerational transmission of norms. Agents can marry each other only if they share part of the acceptable age interval. We perform several simulation experiments on the evolution across generations. In particular, we study the conditions under which norms persist in the long run, the impact of initial conditions, the role of random mutations, and the impact of social influence. Although the agent-based model we use is highly stylized, it gives important insights on the societal-level dynamics of life-course norms.
Introduction
Normative guidelines matter when individuals make decisions about important events in their life. Marriage and childbearing constitute examples of such key events. The persistence of norms concerning demographic events in contemporary societies is nevertheless somehow surprising to some scholars who would expect a natural expansion of individuals' freedom also in the realm of demographic choices. As Livi Bacci observes for Europe, the long-run evolution of population is a movie in which the forces of choice are in the course of winning against the forces of constraint [21] .
Agent-based modelling can provide us with useful insights into how norms constraining the demographic choices of individuals can persist in the longrun and survive for several generations. Relatively scarce empirical evidence on the existence of age-related norms, at least in contemporary societies, and the debate on the possibly decreasing relevance of norms over historical time, have so far limited the attention of scholars towards this topic. For instance, there is no widely agreed definition of norms affecting choices in the life course [27] . Agent-based modelling and social simulation approaches have, on the other hand, given very interesting results on norms.
In this paper, we propose to study the dynamics of age-at-marriage norms using an agent-based model. We focus on the evolution of norms, with the idea that "evolutionary perspectives can enhance our understanding of human demography", as Wilson [28] noted. Our view is that the long-term persistence of norms restricting life-course choices cannot be taken for granted.
The paper is structured as follows. The background is sketched in Section 2.
Starting from the importance of norms in life-course research, we review some empirical evidence based on survey data on the existence of age-at-marriage norms. We briefly illustrate various definitions in the literature and their im-plementation in agent-based modelling. In Section 3, we introduce the agentbased model we use in order to study the dynamics of age-at-marriage norms.
We describe in particular the intergenerational transmission of norms, the intergenerational transmission of the transmission mechanism itself, and the way we implement social influence in the model. Section 4 discusses various experiments we conducted using the model, and the implication of these experiments in the light of their demographic interpretation. In particular, we study the conditions under which norms persist in the long run, the impact of the initial distribution of the population, the impact of random mutations, and the importance of social influence. Finally, Section 5 draws a summary of the main results, and it outlines some perspectives for further research.
Background

Social norms and the life course approach
The life course approach [16] , which has been particularly influential in the study of demographic events, stresses the importance of norms in shaping the life of individuals. The existence of norms on life-course events is advantageous for the individual, since it provides a guide to decision-making in an otherwise very complex environment. An extreme case of decision-making is choosing in conformity to a norm without thinking about it, as Epstein [13] put it. Psychological advantages of normative reasoning may also explain why life-course norms need not necessarily be enforced by explicit sanctions in all situations.
For instance, Heckhausen [17] , states that social norms may have been internalized in our society, rendering obsolete any need for external societal enforcement of social norms. She concludes that "life-course patterns would be expected to have become increasingly regulated by internalized norms about age-appropriate 3 behavior, age-graded events and transitions, and age-sequential rules (e.g. you must finish school first before you can have a family) as societal regulation became more lenient".
The overall idea of the existence of social norms affecting demographic events implies the emergence and the evolution of more or less ordered patterns at the societal level. Nevertheless, as Marini [22] has correctly pointed out, the mere observation of patterns on the age distribution of certain behaviors cannot be used as an argument for the existence of age-related norms. On the other hand, also in absence of a single visible behavioral pattern at the aggregate level, age norms may play a role in decision-making. This would happen if agerelated norms were differential characteristics of ethnically or socially separated groups-a situation which we may define diversity of norms. Norms would then only be observed if one were able to analyze such groups in a separate way.
Norms on demographic events may concern timing (mostly, the age at which events are experienced by individuals), sequencing (how demographic events are ordered in the life course), and quantum (how many demographic events are experienced) [4] . Norms may also refer to "should" (prescription) or "should not" (proscription) type of statements. In the case of age norms on marriage, for instance, there may be norms on the age at which an individual should get married, as well as norms on the ages before which (or after which) an individual should not get married. In what follows, we concentrate on norms of the "should not" type.
Some empirical evidence on age-at-marriage norms
Age-related social norms on life-course events are embedded in the overall social system, and they might also become explicitly written into a legal system, although normative and legal control are sometimes alternatives to each other 4 [19] . The legal aspect of life-course norms is particularly evident for age at marriage: in virtually all countries in the world there is a minimum age before which individuals are not allowed to get married. Surprisingly, not much empirical research has been conducted on the presence of age norms. Researchers have usually limited themselves to assuming the existence, or non-existence, of age norms -especially of the proscriptive type -rather than examining the issue. Recently, some empirical studies have explicitly started to address and describe the existence of proscriptive age norms, mainly starting from the work of Settersten and Hägestad [25] . Settersten and Hägestad used a survey of individuals belonging to different age groups in the population of Chicago, and they showed that 82.3% of the respondents perceived an age deadline for marriage, that is an age after which one ought not marry. In a different geographical context, Billari and Micheli [3] used a survey in Friuli-Venezia Giulia (a region in North-Eastern Italy), where women were interviewed about their perception of the existence of ages before which, or after which, one should not start partnerships. Some results from this survey are reported in Table 1 . More detailed empirical results are thus still lacking, and this does not allow us to draw a complete picture. Nevertheless, we can safely take for granted that, nowadays, lower age limits (an age before which one ought not marry) for age at marriage are both embedded in the legal system and perceived within significant groups. The existence of upper age limits, or age deadlines may depend on the context and the population studied, and it needs further empirical investigation.
Agent-based and evolutionary perspectives
An important aspect that has attracted the attention of scholars is the emergence, and in general the evolution, of norms. Several authors have analyzed the [20] .
There has also been growing interest in the study of social norms within the field of agent-based modelling [11] , [10] . Designing agents who might follow social norms calls for having a more and more precise definition of norms. In particular, they call for an explicit study of how norms are represented in agents' mind, a problem which has a key relevance in empirical studies. In the agentbased modelling literature, it has been argued that norms can be implemented in simulation as built-in constraints, as built-in ends (goals), or as built-in obligations [6] , [24] . Agent-based modelling is also a natural toolkit for the study of the evolution of norms on demographic events. It gives the possibility to study the existence of long-term situations (in some cases, long-term equilibria) where one or more norms co-exist in a population [23] . The evolution of norms, which has been a key topic in the literature, may be particularly interesting when such norms concern behaviors directly affecting population dynamics. Conversely, given that such norms deal with demographic behavior, and then naturally affect the evolution of a population of agents, they provide a special case-study for scholars interested in the evolution of norms in agent-based simulation [4] .
1
We use a very simple definition of norm: a constraint built in individuals.
We assume that individuals can marry only within a specific age interval, and that such an interval cannot change during the course of their life. The age interval, so, constitutes an age-at-marriage proscriptive norm. The use of a norm as a built-in constraint does not necessitate for the explicit consideration of sanctions-the sanctions are so strict that it is not possible at all to overcome the normative age interval 2 . Individuals can only marry other individuals with a compatible norm. We can see norms and mechanisms of transmission of norms as memes, although this is not strictly necessary.
a lower acceptable limit of the age at marriage, l i , and by an upper acceptable limit of the age at marriage marriage u i . The norms for the first generation G 0 of individuals are initialized randomly. More specifically, each individual's norm is initialized by first picking a lower bound according to a user-specified random distribution. Then, an upper bound is chosen by repeatedly drawing from another random distribution until a value larger than the lower bound is found. 4 Alternatively, the user may also specify a distribution for the lengths the first acceptable partner (such that both age intervals overlap). In case such a pair of individuals cannot be found, the first individual remains single and is no longer considered, otherwise both partners marry and are removed from the candidates list. Then, the same search algorithm is applied to all subsequent individuals. In the model presented here, although age is used as a descriptor of the norms, it is not a characteristics of agents themselves. Agents do not age during their search for a marriage partner or reproduction: they are born, marry, reproduce, and die during the space of one generation.
Procreation only takes place among those individuals who have found a partner. We introduce a simplifying assumption here: the population is stationary, of size s. This is another demographic weakness of the model we present here:
reproductive success does not depend on age at marriage. To assure that the population is stationary in each subsequent generation, we proceed as follows:
we first assign min( Intersection: The child's norm is the intersection of the age interval of its parents.
Union: The child's norm is the union of the age interval of its parents.
Random: The bounds of the child's age norm are randomly chosen from the respective bounds of the parent's age norm.
(random(x, y) picks either x or y with equal probability.)
Uniform: The lower bound (respectively upper bound) of the child's age norm is drawn from a uniform distribution between the lower bounds (respectively upper bounds) of the parents' age norms.
(uniform(x, y) picks a number r with x ≤ r ≤ y with uniform probability.)
To allow for more than one intergenerational transmission mechanism, we choose the following implementation. Besides the age norm, individuals are assigned a specific transmission mechanism. For the first generation G 0 , we assume an exogenous probability with which each individual is assigned one transmission mechanism out of the four defined above. For example, we could assign all four mechanisms with probability 0.25 each, or we could assume the existence of the intersection and union mechanism only assigning them with probability 0.5 each 5 . The transmission mechanism does not have an influence on the choice of partners, but children inherit the transmission mechanism from one of their parents. In the case of conflicts (the parents have different transmission mechanisms), one is selected at random (with equal probabilities). The selected transmission procedure, which will be inherited to the child, is also the one that is used to compute the child's age norm from its parents' norms.
In addition to the intergenerational transmission of age norms, we also allow for two alternative kinds of mutations at a user specifiable rate m, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1.
This means, with a probability of m, a child does not inherit any information from its parents (neither age norms nor the transmission procedure) but instead will be a mutant. We implement the following alternative mutations. (1) A child may be initialized randomly in the same way as the individuals of the first generation. (2) The child's lower and upper bound on the age norm are set equal to the mean value of all lower and upper bounds in the parent generation, and its transmission mechanism is set to the most frequent transmission mechanism in the parent generation. This mutation mechanism is built to embed in the evolution of our population the possibility of social influence, which is a crucial mechanism for the evolution of norms.
The assumptions we make in building the model are, of course, highly abstract. They however basically correspond to similar assumptions introduced by scholars concerned with the evolution of cultural traits, and norms on ageat-marriage can be seen as an important cultural trait. On the one hand, many cultural traits are intergenerationally transmitted (see i.e. [7] ). On the other hand, intergenerational transmission (as well as the adoption of a the trait of another random individual) produce only what has been defined unbiased transmission. The mutation mechanism we built in the model also account for a social feed-back in the form of conformist transmission, where the most frequent trait in the preceding generation is transmitted to the next generation (see i.e. [5] , [18] ). This kind of transmission allows to stress once again the importance of social interactions in shaping demographic behavior [20] .
Results and discussion
The agent-based model we introduced in the previous section has been implemented in Lisp-Stat [26] , and it can be used to conduct various experiments.
We first study the conditions that lead to the long-term persistence of norms (with the possibility of having sub-populations with different norms) or to the dissolution of norms (considered as the widening of the acceptable age interval to the maximum length). Then, we analyze the impact of initial conditions on the dynamics of norms. Finally, we study mutation mechanisms, including the impact of social influence on the dynamics of the process.
Long-term persistence or dissolution?
We start to investigate whether and which transmission mechanisms allow for the long-term persistence or dissolution of norms. For this set of experiments we set the population size to 1, 000 and we initialize the age norm of the first generation by picking a lower and upper number randomly from the uniform interval [16, 60] . Moreover we set the mutation rate to zero and place no restrictions (k = 0) on the number of kids per parents (i.e., a couple may have an arbitrary number of children, including zero). Thus, we operate in a setting of pure intergenerational transmission. We then alternatively apply each of the four transmission mechanisms described in the previous section and plot for selected generations the resulting age norms of all agents (Figure 1) .
Assuming that child's norm is the intersection of the age interval of its occurs within the generation) will die out because they are likely to be paired with a partner that has a value that is further away from that bound, and hence its children are likely to inherit a shorter age interval. The attractor point is near 38/49, which is explained by the fact that 38 is the mean value for the lower bound in the initial generation, and 49 would be the mean value between 38 and 60 (remember that upper bounds are drawn repeatedly until we draw a value that is larger than the previously drawn lower bound).
To investigate the role of the fertility distribution in the dissolution or emergence of norms we run an experiment where we set the minimum number of kids Figure 3 : Evolution of age-at-marriage norms applying the intersection mechanism and setting the minimum number of kids equal to two. Each circle represents an observed combination of lower and upper bound for the acceptable age interval.
equal to two, i.e., the parameter k = 2 in the agent-based model of section 3. In Figure 3 , we show the results for the same setting as in Figure 1 .a, i.e., for the case of intersection as the norm transmitter. The results show that if fertility is more evenly spread among the agents, which is the case if we assume that k = 2, we observe that the intersection mechanisms will not result in the emergence of only one or two norms. In fact, the norms line up densely along the diagonal.
This can be explained by the fact that if each couple has at least two children, it is less likely that any norm will disappear, since there will always be children that transmit the age norm of their parents. A similar argument would hold in case of the experiment in Figure 1 .c and Figure 1 .d. if we would set k = 2.
I.e. the number of norms that will disappear would decrease if fertility is more evenly spread among the agents.
The long-term impact of initial conditions
In our second experiment, we are interested in whether the initial distribution of norms has an impact on the long-term configuration of norms. For this experiment we initialize the first generation with 100 individuals. We then initialize the age norm of the first generation by assuming a bimodal normal distribution with means 20 and 35 and standard deviations 2 and 3 for the lower bounds and assume that all norms have the same fixed length (i.e., the upper bound is determined deterministically from the lower bound). We performed a series of experiments in which the length of this interval varied from 0 to 15 years.
Again, the minimum lower bound is set to age 16 and the maximum upper bound to age 60 (i.e., if the bimodal random function returns a value that is out of these bounds, we draw another value). We then apply either the intersection or union transmission mechanism setting the mutation rate and the parameter k equal to zero (again, this is a setting with pure intergenerational transmission). We chose a bimodal initial distribution to stress the diversity between groups (two groups in our case) in the initial generation. In particular, here our interest is somehow similar to that of studies concerned with the emergence and long-term persistence of between-group differences (see i.e. [18] ). Do initially different groups maintain their diversity in the long run?
To visualize whether the initial diversity persists, we plot all age norms in the 10th generation of the entire population versus the assumed interval length (Figure 4 .a). In other words, a point is black if the corresponding age is part of at least one age interval in the generation, and white if it does not appear in any norm interval. Figure 4 .b shows the results of a similar experiment, where we fixed the length of the age interval to 5, and varied both standard deviations of the bimodal distribution simultaneously (both are set to the same value between 0 and 15).
In case of the intersection transmission mechanism we observe a persistence of the initial distribution of age norms, i.e. a distinction between two groups of age norms. On the other hand, applying a union transmission mechanism shows that the initial bimodal distribution of the age norms does not have any long-term impact except for very short interval lengths. That is, in this simple experiments, diversity persists only if groups are significantly separated at the beginning of the process.
Random mutations and social influence
In a further experiment we are interested in the influence of 1) random mutations and 2) social influence on the evolution of age-at-marriage norms. Let us recall that both mechanisms are implemented as mutations (i.e., deviations from pure intergenerational transmission) in our model. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the same initialization as in Figure 1 a (i.e., we focus only on the intersection transmission mechanism) except that we allow for mutations in each generation.
Let us start with purely random mutations (i.e., mutation that pick individual characteristics randomly from the same distribution used for generation 0).
We plot the resulting distribution of age norms for the 100th generation for various rates of mutation. As these results show ( Figure 5 ), a random mutation is not able to hamper the persistence of norms. Depending on the rate of random mutations, we observe that a specific percentage of individuals deviates from age norms that are lined up along the diagonal and are representative of the persistence of norms. However, the clear majority of the points still converges towards zero-length points on the diagonal.
We end our set of experiments by referring to the role of social influence in the evolution of marriage norms. Again we assume the same initialization as in Figure 1 except that we now allow for 'mean mutation' in each generation.
That is, for those individual who have a mutation, age-at-marriage norms are derived using the mean upper and lower intervals of the parents' generation.
This introduces what has been defined a conformity bias [5] , [18] , a tendency of individuals to conform to the most commonly encountered behavior, and formal- The effect of social interaction on the evolution of age-at-marriage norms assuming an intersection and alternatively a union transmission mechanism. Each circle represents an observed combination of lower and upper bound for the acceptable age interval.
izes the importance of social influence. To illustrate the effect of such factor, we apply the intersection and the union transmission mechanism of norms ( Figure   6 .a and 6.b respectively). As the results indicate, the presence of social influence implies a faster convergence towards the emergence of societal-level norms in case we assume the intersection transmission mechanism. However, the presence of social influence may also result in a reduction of the speed of dissolution of norms in the case where we impose the union transmission mechanism. In Figure 6 .b., we observe that the final age norm has a smaller interval length than in the experiment in Figure 1 .b, where we excluded social influence. Due to social influence, the point of convergence shifts towards the mean values of the lower and upper bounds respectively. Note that the point of convergence is quite similar to the one obtained with the uniform combiner (Figure 1.e) , which also has a tendency to converge towards this interval, although the pattern of convergence is different in both cases. Our experiments show that including social influence is a powerful mechanism in the evolution of norms, norms such
as the one we model may persist under a relatively broad range of conditions 6 .
Summary and prospects for future research
In this paper, we introduced a highly stylized agent-based model on the evolution of age-at-marriage norms. We used a very simple definition of norm as agents' built-in-constraint. We showed that, under particular assumptions on the intergenerational transmission of norms, such norms may persist in the long-run. This simple model also allowed for cases of diversity of norms (subpopulations following different norms), as well as for diversity of rationality (part of the population following a norm and part of the population without constraint). The impact of the initial distribution was also shown to matter in specific cases, with threshold effects. Social influence, also incorporated in this model, significantly modified the speed of evolution of the process.
We believe that agent-based modelling can give a sound contribution to the theory of life-course norms. Nevertheless, it is clear that in order to develop a more realistic model of the evolution of life-course norms much further work is needed. In this sense, this paper gives less answers than it opens questions.
Let us mention some of these questions. For one, we should complement the presented work with a systematic study of the impact of different initial distributions of the norms, a facility that is foreseen in the current version of the program, but to which we have not paid enough attention yet. Furthermore, we cannot foresee whether the long-term persistence of constraints on life courses can be confirmed in a less restrictive model. This will be a question for future research. Moreover, as emphasized in the agent-based modelling literature, norms as built-in-constraint are a special case. Normative choice, that is the choice to behave (or not to behave) according to norms, is the general framework in the direction of which future research may move. A simple extension of the model would be to use less restrictive forms of norms (probability distributions instead of fixed-length intervals).
The realism of the demographic part of our agent-based model needs also to be improved. First, in the current setup, the age of agents is not relevant, while clearly it is in the real world. Explicitly introducing age would increase significantly the complexity of the model, but it will also reveal more in depth the specificity of age-at-marriage norms with respect to other kinds of norms.
Second, age at marriage and fertility are independent. Fertility and length between generations, as it is in real life, are a function of the age at marriage, and this may influence the evolution of age-at-marriage norms in a very important way. Third, the present model is basically a one-sex model. This is problematic as from a marriage market perspective, age-at-marriage norms may change in situations of unbalanced ratios between sexes (which may arise if we really consider the agents as they age). Finally, mobility and spatial segregation may also act as important factors in maintaining separate cultures (see i.e. [14] ).
Further research on these issues is undoubtedly necessary.
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